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                              AbstraÅët

   The multihadronic production in the electron-positron interaction, e+e---" hadrons, has

been studied at the center-of-mass energy of 52 GeV by the VENUS detector at 'i'RISTAN
(KEK). For the integrated luminosity of2.9 pb-i, 399 multihadronic events were collected.
By selecting 300 events with good quaiities from these 399 events, the shape analysis was

performed to search for the signature ofthe open t-quark production.

   The results are consistent with the five known quark hypothesis and there is no evidence

for the t-quark preduction. The quantitative analysis for the acoplanarity distribution
concludes that the upper limit of the cross section of the open t-quark production is l7 pb at

the 950/o confidence level.

1. !ntroduction

     The Weinberg-Salam theory has been established as the standard theory of
 elementary partlcles concerning the electromagnetic and weak interactions. Almost
. all experimental observatiens are consistent with this theory.

     Among the members of the particles predicted in the theory, the Higgs particie

 and the top-quark have not been discovered. The investigation of the top-quark (t)
 is ofgreat importance, since the t-quark is expected to complete three SU (2) doublets

 of the weak interaction together with tke wel} confirmed five known quarks of u, d,
 s, c and b-quarl< according to the Kobayashl-Maskawa theory.(i-'i) The existence of

 the t-quark will give us the natural exp}anatien of the CP violation observed in the

 decay of neutral K meson.

     The c and b-quarks were found iR hadron !nteractions and also in eiectron positron

 collisions.<i'-2) Proton anti-proton collicling machines have achieved hlgher beam

 ener.ffies than eiectron positron colliders. ffowever, the quarks in the proton or anti-

 preton share oniy a fractien of the beam momentum, as a result the effective energy

 of the quark-anti-quark interaction is net unique. Besides, a number of hadrons
 produced from the non-interacting quarks make the event analysis complicated.

     A few experimental evidences of the t-quark productlon in the proton anti-
 proton collision at CERN were reported.(i-3) However these resuits have not been

 * Now at the National Laboratory for Kigh Energy Physics (KEK), Tsukuba 305, Japan.
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confirmed finally, because the clean separation of t-quark signatures from the back-

grounds was failed after the accumulation of more data.

    On the other hand, in the case ofelectron positron co]lider, electrons and positrons

have no structure, so that the effective energy tbr the new quark production is defined

exactly by the beam energy. The multip}icity of hadron production is also smaller
than that in the hadron collision. Therefore, the study ofe+e'" collision is easier to

observe the signature of t-quark production than the hadron co}lision.

    The existence of the t-quark caR be studled by measuring the total cross section
of e"i"e- annihilation into hadrons. The R-ratlo is defined as the ratio of the total

hadronic cross section to the cross section of e+e-.pt+ge- reactien in the Iowest order

QED. According to the naive quark-parton model, the R-ratio can be expressed as
foIlows:

R(Q,ED) == 3IX Q.;,
            i

(I.l)

wherefis a flavour index, Qf is the charge ofthe flavour and 3 is the color factor. If

the beam energy is Iower than the t-quark (chayge 2!3) mass, the R(QELI])) ls expected

to be l1/3. 0n the other hand, when the beam eRergy exceeds the t-quark mass, a
pair of the `open' t-quark and anfl t-quark pair will be produced. In conseguence,

the R(QED) will increase frem llf3 to 15/3. Here, the `open' t-quarl< means the t-

quark whlch is bound with other light quark and can be observed as a meson. This

meson is called as the `topped meson'. 1"he R-ratio has been measured at PETRA
(DESY) and PEP(SLAC) up to the beam energy of 23.4 GeV(i-`)(i-5) axxd lt has been

found that there is no increase of the R-ratio suggesting the production of the `open'

t-quark and anti-t-quark. Of course, the existence of the tt-' bound state can be
observecl as a sharp peal< of the total haclronlc cross section. I{oNNTever, the wiclths of

the resonance states are expected to be extreraely narrow, so that the search for the .

resonance states is expected to be diMcult.

    The shape of hadronic events with the new quark productien is expected to be

distinguishable from ordinary hadronic events. When the beam energy is just above

the t-quark mass, the produced t-quark moves with a low velocity. The angular
distribution of the decayed particles, therefore, tends to be broad, and the event

shape is expected to be spherical. On the other hand, the angular distribution ofthe

final particles fyom the production ofa Iight quark pair tends to be narrow, because the

produced quark and anti-quark having the high momenta move opposite each other

in their cm system, and then tkey are observed as the twojets through the fragmen-

tation and decay processes. The resonance state of tt- will show a different event

shape from the `open' ti production. The shape in this case is expected to be rather

similar Åío that ofthe light quark production. Therefore, the high sensitiv!ty for open

t-quark search can be achieved by studying the shape ofhadronic events. The shape

of hadronic events has been also studied at PE IrRA(i"4) up to the beam energy of

23.4 GeV. It was found that the shape agrees with that expected from the predlction

by the Monte Carlo s!mulation with five known quarks.
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    The rV{ARI<-J group observed spherical hadronic events which accompanied
isolated muons at the highest beam energy ofPE']rRA (VVma==-46.3-46.78 GeV)(i-"5).

The number of such events is slgnlficantly larger than the expected value from the

ordinary processes. This may be a signal of new particle production; the t-quark is

one of the candidates. The JADE group made the same analysis, and also observed
an excess of spherical hadronlc events with isolated muons.(i-6) On the other hand,

the CELLO group did not observed such anomalies.(i-7) All the groytps did not found

any excess of spherical hadronic events wlth isolated electrons. The experiment at

higher beam energies has been eagerly waited for to give the conclusion to this inter-

esting preblem.

    TRISTAN at KEK started to coliide the electron and positron beams at 24 GeV
on November 1986 and then at 25 GeV onJan. I987. FromJune 26 toJuly 25, l987,
TRISTAN was successfu1}y operated at the beam energy of26 GeV. The integrated
luminosity reached to O.7 pb-Z at 25 GeV and 2.9 pb-i at 26 GeV at the VENUS
detector.

    This paper reports the results on the search for the `open' t-quark by studying

the shape of multihadronlc events.

2• Experimentalapparatus

2.1• General
    TRIS ["AN is the electron-positron colliding acce}erator ring of tke worid highest

energy constructed at I<EK (]N'ational Laboratory for High gnergy Physics) in
Tsukuba Science City, Japan, The details are given in Ref. (2-1).

    TRISTAN came into operation at the beam ener.cry of 25 GeV since January
l987. Then the beam energy was increased to 26 GeV inJune 1987. The designed
beam energy is 35 GeV, and this maxii}ium energy is schedu}ed to be achieved in the

summer of 1989 by lnstalling superconducting RF cavlties.
    The luminosity of electroB positron collision is given as follows:

L= I.L
fr,v Nb e2 4o. gy '

(2.1)

where I-. and /+ are the beam currents of positroBs and electrons, respective}y• f,,v

is the revolution frequency. Nb !s the number ofbunches. els the charge ofelectron.

a. and gy denote the r.m.s. of the beam s!zes at the colliding point in the horizontal

and vertical directions, respectively. The data for 26 GeV were collected consuming

the rnachine time of530 hours spreading overJune toJ'uly 1987. The peak lumlnosity
of 6Å~ 1030 cm'-2 sec-'i was achleved and the average luminosity was about I030 cm-2

sec-i at the beam energy of26 GeV. The total number of triggered events amounted
to 4.6Å~ lo6.

2.2. VstNUSdiegector(2-2)

    The VENUS detector is placed in the FUJI experimental hall at the south west
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straight sectlon ofthe maln ring ofTRISTAN. ['he design princip!es ofthe VENUS
detector are; (1) to worl< as a general purpose detector covering almost whole solid

angle of 4rr, (2) to use weH established technique so as to be constructed within the

scheduled date, and (3) to reserve a space inside the magnet for future upgrading.

    A view ofthe VENUS detector ls shown in Flg. 1. The direction ofthe e}ectron
beam at the col}iding poiRt is defined to be the z direction in our standard coordinate

system. The x andy directions are defined as the outward direction from the center

of the main ring and the vertical upper directlon, respectively.

    The central drift chamber (CDC)(2-3), the inner chamber (IC)(2-4) (detaiis are

given in Appendlx II), the outer drift tubes (ODr]r) and time of fllght counters (TOF)
(2-'5) are used to detect charged particles. I'he superconducting solenoid magnet(2-"6)

covers the wire chambers such as CDC, IC aRd ODT to ineasure the rr}omentum of
charged particles. The lead glass ca}orimeter (LG)(2n"7), luminosity monitor (LM)(2-g)

and liquid argon calorimeter (LA) are provided to detect electrons and photons. The

barre} streamer tubes (BST)(2m'9) are placed between LG and the so}enoid raagnet to

measure the position ofphotons converted in the coil. K"he muon chambers (MU)(2"ie)

are placed in tke outermost region. Open spaces beeweelt CDC and ODT, aRd
between CDC and LA are reserved for future lnstallations of upgraded detectors.

    CDC is ofa cyllndrica} shape and 3 rn in length. The inner and outer radi! are

O.25m and 1.25 m, respectively. It has 7I04 sense wires and 2!312 field wires.
"]rhere are two kind of seRse wires. The first kind of wires are the axiai wires which

are paraliel to the z axis. These axial wlres are used to measure the positions on the

x-y piane. Signals from the axial wires in the inner l4 layers are used for triggering.
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The other kind ofwires are the stereo wires, which have an angle of3.50 with respect

te the beam axis. They are used to measure positions in the z-axis. The number of

layers of the axial wires and the stereo wires are 20 and 9, respectively.

    The spacial resolution of each wire in the xry plane is 440 ptm in the stage of the

present experiment. The resolution in the z-direction is IOmm. The momentum
resolution obtained frorn the Bhabha events with the magnetic field of e.75 Tesla is

expressed as

         dptlpt == e.Olsxpt, (2.2)
where Pt is the transverse momentum in GeVlc.
    The TOF counters are cylindrically placed on the inside wall of the solenoid

magnetic coil. The radius of the counter system is l.66 m from the beam axis. TOF
consists of 96 plastic scintillation counters of 466 cm long, 4.2 cm thick and IO.8 cm

wide. Each counter is viewed by two photomultiplier tubes at both ends<2-"5>.

    The time resolution obtained by the preliminary analysis is less than 500 psec.

In the present exper!ment, TOF was used to trigger the events with coplaner tracks.

    LG consists of 5160 iead glass b}ocks of DF6, and is segmented into 120 in the g

direction and into 43 in the z direction. It covers the polar angles from 370 to l430

and the whole azimuthal angle of4ru.

    The cross section of one block is 12 cmÅ~ 11 cm and the length is 30 cm, which

corresponds to l8 radiation lengths. The energy reso}ution of the calorimeter for

electrons was evaluated by using the Bhabha events and low multiplicity electron
events which mainly come from the e+e--->e+e-e+e- reaction. The results are

         dE == O.054xV#+O.028xE, (2.3)
where E is the energy of electrons in GeV.

    The iead glass blocks are divided into seven rings in the z-direction, and each rings

except the central ring are divided lnto eight in the g direction. The central ring is

divided into ten. As the results, the lead glass blocks are grouped into 58. The

analog signals are summed in each group. When the pulse helght of this analog sum
signal is greater than a preset threshold, a trigger signal is generated and is calied as

the `segment energy sum' signal. The `total energy sum' signal ls generated ifthe sum

of signals from the all calorimeter blocks is greater than a threshold.

    LM was used to detect small angle electrons and photons mainiy from the Bhabha

and two photon interactions, and consists oftwo parts. They are placed around the
beam pipe at both end cap regions.

    The angular coverage of the calorimeter is from 40 to l40 mradian in the poiar

angle. Each carolimeter is a sandwich type of Iead and plastic scintillator having

the total thickness of 19 radiation lengths.

    The electron and positron beams cross every 5 pts at the center of straight section.

The trigger system supplies a signai to the host computer of VAXIl/780 if it decides

to take the data in the present beam crossing.
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Fig.2. Diagramofthetriggersystem.

    The diagram of Åíhe trigger system is shown in Fig. 2. The track finder (TF)
receives the hit pattem of CDC axial wires in the lst layer to the l4th layer, and finds

tracks having high transverse momentum and originatlng from near the beam axis.
TF has 64 divisions in the q directioik, which corresponds to the angular resolution of

5.60. The trigger system also receives the hlt pattern of the TOF counters. If the

TOF counters have a hit which corresponds to the track found by lrF, this track is

called as `TOF associated track'.

    The tracl< finding efficiency is evaluated by the Monte Carlo simulation. The
e'fficiency ls found to be almost 1000/o fer the tracks having the transverse momentum

oflarger than O.7 GeVlc and the polar angles from 300 to 1500. For `TOF associated

tracks', however, there ls the inefl}ciency of about 3e/, due to the gaps between the

TOF counters.
    The trigger system receives `total energy sum' and `segment energy sum' signals

from the lead glass calorimeter, as will be described in the following section. The

trigger system also receives the hit information of the iuminosity monitor.

    Using these information, the trigger system decides whether the event should be

taken or not.

    Data from the detectors are taken by the VAX-1l!780 computer through the
FASTBUS system in the readout tirne of typically 25 msec, then they are sent to a

FACOM-382 computer through a l km long optical fiber cable and stored on cassette
magnetic tapes(2mii). The data size is about 5k bytes per event. The VAX-II also

monitors the conditions of the beam, detectors and electronics, and displays sarnpled

events on real time.

3. Triggercon{lition

    In this experiment the fol!owing five kinds of triggers were used.

    (I) Totai energy sum trigger; the total energy sum signal from the Iead glass
caloriiifieter with the threshold of 5 GeV.

    (2) Segment energy sum trigger; at ieast one segment sum signal from the iead

g}ass calorimeter with the threshold ofO.5 GeV, and at least two CDC tracks identified

by the track finder (TF).

    (3) Coplaner track trigger; at Ieast one pair of `TOF associated' back-to-back

tracl<s within an acoplanarity angle of 1l.iO.
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    (4) Luminosity monitor trigger; at least one pair oÅí back-to-back particles

detected by LM with the energy deposit greater than 18 GeV for each particle.

    (5) No biased trigger; a random trigger which synchronized to the beam
crossing with the rate of O.1 Hz.

    The trigger (l), (2) and (3) are provided mainly to detect the multihadronlc

events, large angle Bhabha events etc., wh!le the trigger (4) is provided to detect the

small angle Bhabha event. The trig,ger (5) is for studying the beam conditions and

for monitoring the performances ofthe detectors and the data taking processes. The

typical trigger rate was about 6 Mz just after the beam fiIIing and about 4 Hz on an

average. The dead time due to the data acquisition was about 209/o at the maximum
and 100/o on an average.

4. MonteCarlosimulation

    The Monte Carlo simulation was per{brmed to evaluate the acceptance of the
VENUS detector. The simulation program conslsts oftwo parts. The first part is
called as `Event Generator' which simulates the preduction ofparticles. The second

part simulates the detector responses for all the partic}es 2n the events generated by

`Event Generator', including the interactions wlth materiais and decays in the detector.

4.1. Eventgenerater
    (A) Multihadronlceventgenerator
    Three kiRds ofMonte Carlo models were used for the simulatiens ofmu}tihadronic

production. The LUND Monte Carlo (version 5.3)(4-i) was main}y used in this
analysis, because this model has been used widely and is weil estab}ished. Its para-

meters have been well studled at PETR.A and PEP energies.(4-2'3)

    The predictions of the LUND version 6.3(4-4) and the WEBBER(4-'5) models were

compared with the result ofthe present experiment and these ofthe LUND 5.3 model.
There are some differences between these models on the observabies such as the thrust,

acoplanarity and sphericity. These differences are treated as systematic errors.

    The event generator can be divided inte two steps. The first step is the
generation ofpartons (quarks and gluons). In the LUND 5.3 model, this process is
calculated according to the e'+"e-" annihilation !ncluding the weak neutral current and

the secoltd order QyCD effect. CombiRations ofpartons such as eij, gijg, eijeg, gg-gg are

generated as shown in Fig. 3. The radiative corrections such as shown in Fig. 4 are

included !n this calculation. They are the initial state radiation, the vacuum poiari-

zation effect and the initial state vertex cerrection. The calculations were given by

Berends, Kleiss and Jadach.(4-"6) In the LUND 6.3 and the WEBBER models, the

parton shower modeKs used in this parton generation step. Parton showers are
produced according to the ieading }og approximation of Q;CD as schematically shown

in Fig. 5. The weak neutral current and radiative corrections are also taken into

account.
    In the seconcl step of the event generator, multihadrons (color singlet) are pro-

duced from the colored partons through the fragmentation process. If quarks or
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 gluons are created as their daughters, then the fragmentation step begins again for

 each parton. The decay of produced hadrons are simulated if they are unstable
particies. The LUND 5.3 and LUND 6.3 models are based on the string model in
the fragmentation process. In the WEBBER model, on the other hand, the cluster

 type model is chosen.

    The fragmentation function in the LUND 5.3 model is given as follows(4-i):

         f(z) =: z-i(l-z)" exp (-bm./z), (4.1)
 with

          z.., Ek:+! LZZIP i, m2. -- m2+a;,, (4•2)
              E2 + Pll,

where Ei and E2 are the energies of parent quark and daughter hadron, respectively.

Plli and Pne are the momenta of parent quark and daughter hadron, respectively,
parallel to the most ancient partons in the event. m is the mass of the daughter

hadron. The parameters used in the fragmentat!on are a, b and apt. The longi-
tudinal momenta of hadrons are determined by mainiy the parameter a. The
tran,g,verse momenta are determined by mainly b and apt. Y.i. is another parameter
in the parton generation,(4-"i) and it corresponds to the lower Iimit of the scaled in-

variant mass of two partons in three parton or four parton events. The values of

these parameters are chosen so as to reproduce the experimental results at PEP and
PETRA(4-2,3).

    These values are

          a == 1.0
                 ,
          b == e.63
                  ,
          apt == O.37,

          Y.i. == e.e2.

    By changing these parameters within reasonable regions, the systernatic error of

the detection eMciency was evaluated as will be discussed in Section 5.4 (E).

    The parameters for the LUND 6.3 and the WEBBER rnodels were chosen ac-
cording to ReÅí (4-7). The results from these Monte Carlo simulations must be
normalized by the total cross section of muitihadron production predicted by the

electre-weak theory and QLCD to compare with the experimental results. The
details on the calculation of the cross section is given in Appendix l. The total cross

section with five known quarks at V-ge=:52 GeV is calculated to be

         atotai =143 pb• (4.3)
This gives the following R value as the theoretical prediction,

         R-= 4.43. (4.4)
    As was mentioned before, the Monte Carlo simulation includes the radiative
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correctlons, so that the effect of radiative corrections must be taken into account for

this total cross section. The fraction of the radiative corrections is calculated to be

O.31 at V r-=52 GeV according to the method by Berends, Kleiss and Jadach(4-"6).

Finallly the total cross section including radiative corrections is calculated to be

         ot,t,i(1--l-S) == 143 (l-i-O.31) = i87 pb. (4.5)

    (B) `Open' t-quarl< generator
    The production of the t-quarl< is simttlated using the LUND 5.3 and LUND 6.3

models. The parton generation scheme, the fragmentation scheme and the values
ofparameters are the same as those in the five known quark productions. The t-quark

is assumed to decay into the b-quark and virtual W-boson (t-->b+Pti*). The
branching ratlo of Pli* is assumed to be as fo}Iows :

t ---e- b-l-u+d

t -> b-i-cNFs

t "nd-)' b-1-e+v,

t ---> b+pt+yge

t- b-l-r+yr

370/.

29 0/e

l20/.

120/,

loo/.

    The cross section of open t-quark production will be discussed in Section 5.4 (F).

    (( ) Two photon process
    The two photon event (e+erioe+en"+hadrons) can be mis-ldentified as the multi-

hadronic event in our VENUS detector, and is contaminated as the background.
Two kinds of event generators NNrere provided. One is based on the generalized
vector dominance model (GVDM) and the other is the qwark parton model (Q.PM).
In QPM processes, u, d, s, c and b-quarl<s are produced separately. The fragmelttation

process of these event generaters is the sarne as that of the LUND 5.3 or 6.3 models.

    (D) Tau pair production
    The tau pair production is also regarded as the background. The effects of the

first-order wea}< neutral current and the radiative correction are taken into account

to generate the events. The fragmentation process is based on the LUND models.

4.2. Detectorsimulatien
    The behaviors of the particles generated by the event generator are simulated in

the detector. This simulation is performed with every short step along the particle

path. Tke interaction ofthe partic}e with the detector material and the decay ofthe

particle are treated statistical}y in each step. Then, the responses of all the detector

components such as the hits ln CDC, the pulse heights of the Iead glass counters and

so on are evaluated. These responses are digitized with the same format as that of

the real data. The position and energy resolutions of each detecter component are

taken into account in this digitization process. Then the simulated events are
analysed using exactly the same program as that for the real events. This simuiation

program is named as `VMONT' (VENUS Monte Carlo).
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5. Analysis '
5.1. TrackingandÅëlustering

     In order to analyze the measured events, it is necessary to reconstruct the trajec-

 tories ofthe charged particles measured by CDC, and to calcuiate the energy deposits

 ln the lead glass calorimeter.

     The most of the reconstruction of tracks was performed using the computer
tracking program with the full algorithm, which was developed by Nakagawa et al.(5-'i)

 In the first step of the event selection, a shortened algorithm is used to reduce the

computer CPU time (see Section 5.3). The shortened algorithm does not try to
find the tracks ofwhich radii are less than 80 cm in the initial roading. The shortened

algorithm performs the track fitting routine only once, while the full algorithm iterates

it three times.

    The efuclency of the track recenstruction was estimated {br both observed events

and Monte Carlo simulated events. The eMciency is found to be aimost 1000/. for
the Bhabha events with the polar angle from 250 to l550. The eMciency for the
simulated Bhabha events coincided with that for the observed events. For the
multihadrenic events, on the other hand, the efficiency amounted to 9eO/, on an
average for the same region of the poiar angle because there are some tracks which

can not be separated from other tracks.

    In order to measure the energy deposit and the hit position on the lead glass

calorimeter, a computer clustering program is developed. Fired lead giass blocks are

grouped every shower cluster. Then the hit position was calculated with the energy

weighted average method. The e and g angles of the hit position were calculated
from the following expressions.

               z e, Ef•

          e- izEf., (5.l)
                i
              = gi Eg•

          9" 'zEf., (5•2)
                i

whereiruns through all lead glass biocks in the cluster. ei and gi are the po}ar and

azimuthal angles of the center of mass of the i-th Iead glass block, respectively. Ei

is the energy depos!t in the i-th lead giass block. aisaweighting parameter, and
is chosen to be O.34J.

5.2. Xntegratediluminesity

    The integrated luminosity !s evaluated from the number of Iarge angle Bhabha
events measured with the iead glass calorimeter(5'2). The Bhabha eveltts were
selected by the following criteria.

    (a) There are at least two hlgh energy shower ciusters, each of which has the
energy higher than one third of the beam energy.

    (b) At least one pair of above clusters are collinear with the al}owance of IOO.
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    (c) Both clusters in the above pair are in the fiducial volume; lcos eet.sterl 5

O.743, or 420Se,i.,t,,,<.,, 1380.

    (d) Both clusters in the pair are associated with the `good tracks'. The angle

between the center of the shower and the track hit point on the surface of the lead

glass block coincides within 50. `Good track' means the track which is well recon-

structed and satisfies the conditions described in Section 5.3 (A).

    (e) The number of `good tracks' in the event is less than or equal to 6.

    Out of 4.6 millions of triggerd events, ll95 events remained after the above
selection.

    The integrated luminosity can be calculated by

                               '         s           Ldt == Nxff xf, (5.3)
where N is the observed number of events, ff is tke integrated cross section of Bhabha

scattering over our acceptance, andfis the correction factor due to the imperfectlon

of our acceptance calculation as will be mentioned below.

    The integrated cress section of Bhabha scatter!ng of the lowest order Q.ED for

the polar angles from 420 to 1380 was calculated to be

          a,, QED(4205e5I380) == O.<I35 nb. (s.4)
Taking into account the effect of the weak interaction, the radiative correction up to
the order of a3 and the seiection criteria, the cross section a in Eq. (5.3) is evaluated

te be

          o== O.411 nb. (5.5)
There were abeut 20 dead blocks in the lead glass calor!meter. The spacial resolution

of hit position in the ca}orimeter is finite. These defects must be taken into account

in the evaluation of the integrated luminosity. The correction factor is calculated to

be as follows:

         f=== O.996. (5.6)
Finaliy, the integrated luminosity amounted to

          SLdt =: 2.90 ,l, O.08Å}O.ll pb-"i. (s.7)

The first and second errors are the statistical and the systematic errors, respectively.

The systematic error of49/. comes from uncertainties on the following quantities: the

probabi}ity of bremsstrahlung, the uncertainties of the correction factor for the dead

blocks, the cluster position calculation, and the setting ef the detectors.

5.3. Event $election for multihadronie event

    (A) Preselection
    At first, all the energy deposits in the lead glass calorimeter were summed up.
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Thls sum is cal!ed as the `total barrel eltergy (ELc)'. rhen the events which had the

total barrel energy larger than 3 GeV and at ieast two accepted tracks were selected.

Here the tracking program with the shortened algoliÅíhm was used to save a computer

CPU time. In this aigolithm, an `accepted track' must satisfy the foilowing require-

ments :

    (a) Track can be reconstructed in three dimenslons.
    (b) Nhit-xy->8 and Nhit--,.kg, where ATbit.-.7 is the number of hits on axial

wires and Nhit-,, is the number of hits on stereo wires of CDC.

    <c) d,o<3 cm and ld,ol<30 cm, where d,o is the radius and d.o is the z-co-
ordinate at the closest approach to the beam axis.

    (d) Transverse momentum is larger than O.2 GeVlc.
    For the events which remained after the above selection, the track reconstruction

was done again with the full tracking algolithm. Then the events with at least 5
`good tracks' were selected.

    The requirements for the `good track' in this time are as follows:

    (a') Track reconstructed in three dimensions.
    <b') Nhit .. .y k8 and Nhit-r, )- 4•

    (c') d,o<2 cm and ld,ol<20 cm•
    (d') Transverse momentum is larger than O.2 GeVlc.

    These requirements (a')-(d') are the same as the requirements (a)-(d) except

the requirement (c') which is tighter than (c). Because the reconstruction efficiency

of the shortened algolithm is iess than that of the full algolithm, the condition of the

previous track selection (at least two `accepted tracks') was chosen to be loose enough

so that the probability of rejecting the events which have at ieast 5 `good tracks' is

negligibly small.

    Out of 4.6 millions of tr!ggered events, 673 events remained after this selection.

    (B) Selection ofmultihadronic events
    The following selection was further applied to the events selected by the preselec-

tion: the total visible energy is greater than the beam energy, Evi,IEbecm• Evis is

defined as

         E,,, :xmil+xE,, (s.s)                is
where p-' denotes the track momentum and E is the shower cluster energy. An index

i runs through al} shower clusters of the lead glass calorlmeter. An index7' run

through tracks which satisfy the following requirements:

    (a) Track reconstructed in three dimeensions

    (b) Nhit--xyl8and Nhit-ra)-4•
    (c) d,o<3 cm and ld,ol<30 cm•
    Finally, 399 events were se}ected as the multihadronic events. Figs. 6 aRd 7
show the ELG distributlon and the N,,,d distribution for the finai multihadronic

events, respectively. The histogram 2n each figure represellts the distributlon for the

Monte Carlo events (LUND 5.S). These figures show that the cut value of3.0 GeV
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for EL6 and 5 for Ng,,d in the preselection are not critical for the multihadronic events.

Fig. 8 shoNNrs the E,i,lv"i' distribution of the preselected events. rrhe histogram in

the figure represents the distribution of the Monte Carlo events (LUNTD 5.3).

    As wi}1 be described in Section 5.3 (E), the Monte Carlo simulation shows that

the events with the low vlsible energy come mainly from the two photon interaction
of e+e---aFe+e-+hadrons.

    (C) Triggerinefficiency
    As was described in Chapter 3, there are three triggers relevant to tlie multi-

hadronic events. There are the total energy trigger (1), segment" energy sum trigger

(2) and coplaner track trigger (3).

    Out of 399 events selected as the multihadronic event, the number of events
associated with the above three trigger conditions are as follows:

    (1) Totai energy trigg. er 399,
    (2) Segment energy sum trigger 399,
    (3) Coplaner track trigger 389.
    The number of events from the total energy trigger is different frorn that of the

coplaner track trigger. The tota} energy trigger is generated from LG, while the

coplaner track trigger is generated from CDC and TOF. These two triggers are
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independent each other. Therefore, the trigger inefficiency, wbich is the probabillty

that the both trlggers miss the muitihadrenlc event, can be evaluated from these
numbers as follows.

    389 events of the coplaner track trigger are all included in the total energy trigger

events. Let ei be the efficiency of the total energy trigger for the multihadronic

event. Then, the probability that ali the events of the coplaner track trigger are
triggered by the total energy sum can be expressed by E?g9. "Irhls probability should

satisfy the following relation at the 950/, confidence level.:

          e?89>1-O.95. (5.9)
This relation requires the trigger efliclency of the total energy trigger to be:

          e, >(l -O.95)i/ss9 =: O.9933. (5.10)
    On the other hand, out of 399 events of the total energy triggey, the coplanar

tracl< trigger missed 10 events. Let E3 be the efl}ciency of the coplaner track trigger

for the multihadronic events. Then the probability that the coplaner track trigger

misses iess than 11 events out of 399 events is expressed as follows:

           10          2] eg9"-"(I-e3)iV ,,,C,,. (5.ll)
         N=O
where 3ggCN is the number of ditterent comb!nations possible of 399 items taken N

at a tlme.

    Then, at the 950/, confidei}ce leve!, the trigger efficiency of the coplaner track

trigger is required to satisfy the relation,

          e,>O.9575. (5.l2)
    This means thae if e3 was iess than this va}ue, the probabiiity in Eq. (5.ll)
should be less than 50/, (i.e. we ltad ebserved a very rare phenomena).

    The upper limit of the probability that both triggers miss a multihadronic event

can be evaluated by taking into account the condition that these two triggers are
independent. The upper Iimit is (1-e,) Å~ (1-e3) <O.OO033, where the confidence
level is more than 950/o. The probability must be smal!er than this value because we

have the segment energy sum trigger as the third multihadron event trigger.

    In conclusion, the probabliity is so small that the trigger ineMciency can be

lgnored.

    (D) Event selection efllciency

     lrhe Monte Carlo simuiations for the productions oÅí the five known quarks and

the t-quark were performed separately to estlmate the eraciencies ofthe event selectlon.

Al! these Monte Carlo data were processed by the same computer program as that
for the real experimental data.

    8000 Monte Cairo e.veltts were generated for the production of the five known

quarks with the LUND 5.8 model which includes the radiative correctlons. Among
these simulated events, 6294 events i-emained after the preselection, and 5420 events
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finally remained after the multihadronic event selection. Fig. 9 shows the distri-
butions of ELG) Ng,,d and E,i,IV7 for the Monte Carlo events. In this figure all the

generated events, the preselected events and the finaliy selected events are shown by

the dotted, dashed and so}id histgrams, respectively. The selection efflciency was

estimated to be 67.89/o for the production of the five known quarks.

    Since the predicted cross section of the production of the five known quarks is

l87 pb frem Eq. (4.5), the expected number of event remained after all the selections

is calculated to be:

          N,.p (5 fiavour) ==aÅ~SLdtxethciency = 377. (5.l3)

    The efficiencies for the open t-guark production were studied by assurning tbe

t-quark mass (mt) to be 23.0, 24.0, 25.0 and 25,5 GeV/c2. IOOO Monte Carlo events

were simulated at each mass. 994, 997, 993 and 99S events remained after the
preselection for mt ==23.0, 24.0, 25.0, 25.5 GeV/c2, respectively. 893, 898, 906 and

911 events remained after the multihadronic event selection. Then the eMciencies
for the open t-quark production were found to be 89 O/., 90 O/o, 9! O/. and 9l e/. depending

on mt. Thus the muitihadronic event selection is proved to have a high efficiency

for the open t-quark production, and the rnass dependence is small in this mass region.

The EL6, N.,,d and E,i,IVHie distributions thus simulated are shown in Fig. IO for

mt===25.5 GeVfc2. The dotted, dashed and solid hlstograms ind!cate the distributions

for all the generated events, the preselected events and the multihadronic events,

respectively.
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    As will be discussed in Section 5.4, the cross section ofthe open t-quark production

is predicted to be S4 pb at mt=:25.5 GeVlc2 considering the radiative correction

factor of O.8. The predicted number of the selected events for the open t-quark
production is calculated to be

          Nexpect(toP) =: atT xSLdtXeMciency =92 ,• ' (s.14)

    (E) Background
    In order to estimate the background contamination in the observed multihadronic

events, the Monte Carlo simulations for the two photon interaction (e+e-.e+e-+
hadrons), and the T pair production (e+e'-->r+T') were carried out. In the two

parton interaction, the generalized vector dominance model (GVDM) and the quark

photon model (QPM) were used.

    (F) Summary
    Fig. I1 shows the E,i,IVY distribution for the preselected events together with

the results from the Monte Carlo simuiation for the process of the multihadron pro-

duction, two photon interaction and r palr production, which are normalized by
using the integrated luminosity and the cross sections. The number of the Monte

Carlo events for the two photon interaction based on GVDM is normalized by
fitting the Iower region of the visibie energy distribution (E,i,<O.2v/ i) to the ob-

served data, because the cross section of this process has a large theoretical ambiguity.

    The summary of the above Monte Carlo simulation is listed in Table-1, in which
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Fig. l;. Distribution of E,i,/V:i- for the
    prese]ected events (closed circle) and
    the Monte Car}o events from the one
    photon exchange process (dotted
    histogram), the two photon interac-
    tion (dashed histogram) and the r
    pair production (dashed-dotted histo-
    gram). - The total contribution from
    the three processes is shown by a solid

   histogram.

Monte Carlo simu!ation for the hadronic eveRt selection•

Processes
numberof
generated
events

numberof
selected
events

.crosssectlons

numberof
expected
events

five flavour seoo 5420 187 pb 377

open top-quark 1000 911 34 pb 92

two-photon GVDM l6000 o 300000 pb small

two-photon QPM (u) 4000 12 16e pb IA-

two-photon QPM (d) 500 2 10 pb o.i

two-photon QPM (s) seo 3 le pb l.6

two-photon Q?M (c) 3oeo 18 70 pb 1.3

two-photon QPM (b) 100 8 3pb small

     .tau palr leoo 32 45 pb 4.3

mt !s assumed to be 25.5 GeVlc2.

    The expected total number of events after all the selections is 386, assuming no

t-quark production. Including the t-quark production with the cross section oÅí 34

pb, the expected number of events arnounts to 478. Therefore the observed number

of 399 is consistent with the prediction from the five known quarks within the
statistical error.

5.4. Shapeanalysis

    (A) Shapepararneters
    In order to improve the sensltivity of the t-quark search, the shapes ofthe hadronic

events were studied. In this study the backgrounds from the two photon processes
and the T pair productions were neglected because of their small contributions com-

pared with the statistical error of the observed multihadronic evenss.

    The quantities of Thrust(T), Acoplanarity(Ac) and Sphericity(S) were analysed

in this study.

    The definitions of T, Ac and other related parameters(5-3'4'5) are as follows:
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               max >i]llj•n1

          T=: x'p,l ) (5,15)
                  J
         A, .-. .{}"[rriin:E]:X:,lilf'?l]2, (s,16)

                      j
               maxZlPi'M1

         Mi- Slp,l , (s.l7)
                   J-
                Xll,•ll

         Mn=" Sm,l, (5.l8)
                 J
where n is a unit vector which gives the maximum T and defines the thrust axis.
m is a unit vector perpendicu}ar to fi giving the maxlmum Mi, and defines the major
     abaxis. I is a unit vector perpendicu}ar to both Tt and M, and defines the minor axis. Z

is also a unit vector which gives the minimum Ac, and defines the acoplanarity axis.
p-' i is a momentum vector of theith particle.

    The definition ofS is as follows:

         S---- -l}- (Ql+Q2), (5.19)
              2

 with

           . zi          Qz =: (i -- 1, 2, 3). (5.20)               2!+Z2+R3

Zl, R2 and R3 are the eigenvalues of the momentum tensor and the ordering is Zl<
R2<R3. The momentum tensor MWP is a 3Å~3 matrix defined by the particle
momentum as follows :

         MatP =:ZpY• p9• (a, P=: x,x z), (s.21)
                 i
The momentum of the particles is weighted quadratically in the calculation of S,
wh!Ie it is weighted linearly in the calculations of T and Ac. The summation is taken

over both charged and neutral particles which satisfy the following requirements.

    For the charged particles, the condition of `good tracks' (the criteria (a')-(d')

in Section 5.3(A)) was required.

    Fig. I2 shows the distribution ofthe momentum oftrack which satisfies the criteria

(a'), (b') and (c') for the multihadronic events together with the Monte Carlo results

normalized with the number of events. The Monte Carlo simulation well reproduces

our observed distribution.

    The neutral particles, which were assumed to be photons, were required to have

the momenta larger than O.2 GeVlc. The momenta of neutral particles were deter-
mined from the shower cluster energies in LG.

    Fig. 13 shows the distribut!on of the cluster energy in the low energy region
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together with the result of the Monte Carlo simulation normalized with the number

of observed events. The Monte Carlo sirnulation reproduces well our observed
dlstribution in the selected region of larger than O.2 GeV.

     T represents the degree of collimation of the final part!cles in two jets, while Ac

represents the degree ot' deviation from a planer shape. S represents deviation from

the shape ofnarrow twojets. The thrust axis (n) represents the direction ofthe two

jets in which the momentum fiow !s col}imated back-to-back. The `event plane' is

defined by the thrust and major axes, and it is perpendicular to the minor axis. In

an event which has a planer shape such as a three-jet event, the momentum fiow
distributes in this plane.

    The masses ofthe five known quarks are much !ess than the present beam energy.

Therefore, the gij events have large T, small Ac and small S. The shape of three-jet

events from the e+e--->gijg process, in which a hard gluon is emitted with a large

ang!e with respect to the dlrections of the quarks, are expected to be flat. Such

events have small T, small Ac and large S.

    On the other hand, the events with the open t-quark preductions tend to have

small T, large Ac and Iarge S, because the decay products from the t-quarks are
emitted with large angles each other near the threshold energy region. This means
that both the events with t-quark production and the threejet events have small Tand

large S. Therefore, Ac is expected to be sensitive for the t-quark search. It should

be neticed that tlae fourjet events are expected to have a large Ac, however the cross

section of fourjet events is very small compared with the threejet events.

    (B) Event selection for the shape analysis

    For the event shape study, the fo}lowing two more cuts are applied to the multi-

hadronic events selected previously. '
    (1) lcos e.1<O.7, where eT is the polar angle of the thrust axis.

    (2) lcos e.I >O.!5, where e, !s the polar angle of the minor axis.

    The cut (1) selects the events ln which most of the final particles are within the

detector acceptance tbr the two-jet events. The ratio of the energy flow into the
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acceptance of the barrel calorimeter to the tota} energy was calculated by the Monte

Carlo simulation with the LUND 5.3 medel for the production of the five known
quarks. The result shows that most of the energy flow is detected by LG for the
events with Icos eTI<O.7.

    The observed distribution of lcos eTl ls shown in Fig. 14, together with the

prediction by the Monte Carlo simulation with the five known quarks (LUND 5.3).
    The cut (2) aims to reject the event with an in!tial hard radiation emitted into

the dlrection of the beam axis. The event planes for the events with such initial
hard radiations include the beam axis, so that the minor axis is perpendicular to the

beam axis bv the definition.
          '    The lcos e.l distributions were ca}culated by the Monte Carlo simulation. It
was found that the cut value of O.I5 is reasonable to reject events with the initial hard

radiation. The observed lcose.I distribution is shown in Fig. i5, together wlth the

result' of the Monte Car}o simulation.

    Out of 399 mult!hadronlc eveRts, 300 events remained after these selections.

    (C) Distributions ofevent shape parameters
    The T, Ac and S distributions for the multihadron events after the cuts are shown

in Fig. 16 together with the results of the Monte Carlo simulation with the five known

quark model (solid histogram) and with the six quark model including the open
t-quark pair productlon (dashed histogram). The Monte Carlo events are normalized
to the integrated Iuminosity of 2.9 pb-i. The t-quark mass Nvas assumed to be 25.5

GeVlc2 and the cross section of the open t-ciuark production was assumed to be 34 pb

N4rhich will be discussed later. As a whole, the five known quark model is consistent

with the present data.

    However, the Ac distribution obtained from the Monte Cario simulation by the

LUNTD 5.3 model with the five known quarks agrees poorly with the observed dis-
tribution. The observed distribution has larger values of Ac than the prediction by

the Monte Carlo simulation.
    The dependence of the Ac distribtition on the parton production and fragmen-
tation schemes in the Monte Carlo simulatlon was studied for three different modeis.
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The results are shown in Fig. 17. The solid, dashed and dotted histograms are the

results from the LUND 5.3, LUND 6.3 and WEBBER models, respectively. They
indicate that the LUND 5.3 model gives the thinner event shape than the other two

models. The LUND 6.3 and WEBBER models show a good agreement with the
present results.

    The T and S distributions do not depend so much on the parton production and

fragmentation schemes. These distributions predicted by the LUND 5.3, LUND
6.3, and WEBBER models are shown in Fig. 18. The results of these three models
agree with the present results within the statistical error.

    As will be shown later, the Ac distribution for the open t-quark production has

a small rnodel-dependence. Due to the heavy mass of the t-quarl<, the event shape

is determined mainly by the decay kinematlcs of the t-quark rather than the parton

production and fragmentation schemes.

    (D) Efl}ciency for the Acoplanarity cut
    As was stated in Section 5.4 (A), the Ac distribution was studied to search for the

signature of the open t-quark productlon. The event with the t-quark production is

calculated with the Monte Cario simulation. These events are expected to have
large values ofAc. The cuts applied to the observed events were also applied in this

simulation. "Irhe detection efficiency of the events with t-quark production was

evaluated by the simulation and it is found that the efficiency depends on the mass

of the t-quarl<. Near the threshold energy, the effic!ency becomes smaller for the

heavier mass of the t-quark.

    Fig. 19 shows the Ac distributions for the events with the open t-quark production

calculated by the LUND 5.3 model for different values of t-quark mass mt. The
solid, dashed and dotted histogram,s correspond to mt=25.5, 25.0 and 24.0 GeV!c2,

respectiveiy. The mass dependence of the efliciency are shown in Fig. 20 for the
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 Monte Carlo eveRts from the open
 t-quark production at mt == 25.5 GeV.
 The results of the LUND 5.3 and
 LUND 6.3 models are also shown by
 the solid and dashed histgrams, re-
 spectively.

events with Ac>O.2 near the threshold energy.

    The so ca!led `generator level' simulation was used to study the parameter
dependence in the open t-quark production instead ofthe VMONT. In this calcu-
lation the measured energy, momentum and direction o{' particles are calculated
directly from the event generatecl by the event generator. The effects of the ac-
ceptaRce and the resolutien of each detector were folded into this calculation. 'I'his

method is not fully reaiistic like the VMONT, but it was found to be usefu1 for saving

the computer CPU time without losing the accuracy. The mass dependences calcu-
lated by this method are shown in Fig. 2I, and they agree well with those by VMONT

in }iig. 20.

    Ifa pair oftopped mesons (trz or td inesons) are produced at the threshold energy

of Vff ==52 GeV, then the mass of the topped meson is 26 GeVlc2. Taking into
account the mass ofu or d-guark (O.3 GeV/c2), the mass of the the t quark in the

topped meson is 25.7 GeVlc2 in this case.

    The efficiency for the events with Ac>e.2 at the threshold energy was obtained
to be O.33 by extrapolating the curve in Fig. 20 to m, =25.7 GeVlc2.

    (E) Systematic error of the detection efficiency

(I) Modeldependence
    The model dependence of the eMciency is regarded as one of the sources of the

systematic error. The LUND 6.3 model with the open t-quark production was
compared with the LUND 5.3 model. The Ac distribution from the LUND 6.3
with mt===25.5 GeVlc2 is shown in Fig. 22 (the dasl}ed histograrn) together with that

from the LUND 5.3 model (the solid histogram). The mass dependence of the
efficSency for the cut ofAc>O.2 from the LUND 6.3 model is shown in Fig. 20. 'Iihe

mass dependence from the `generator level' simuiation by the LUND 6.3 model is
also shown in Fig. 2i. The dlfference between the two models at mt=25.7 GeVlc2

is 50/. of the above estimated eMciency (O.33).
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respectively. The parameter dependence was found to be at rnost 90/, (LUND 5.3)
and IOO/, (LUND 6.3) by combining the contributions of all the parameters in
quadrature. Thus, the systematic error due to the ambiguities ofthe parameters was

finally determined to be 100/,.

(3) Cutdependence
    The uncertainties of Åíhe quantities as ELG, Ng,ed, E,i,, lcos eTl, lcos e.I and Ac

used for the event selections were estimated taking into account the resolution of

detectors. For each event in the Monte Cario simulation with the open t-quark
production, momenta, energies and directions of all tracks and all shower clusters

were independently changed assumlng the detector resolutions of the gaussian type.

The distributions of the deviations from the initial values were calculated for each

quantity. Two times of the root mean square o!' the distribution was regarded as the

uncertainty. The uncertainty of Arg,,d was assumed to be at most 1. The uncer-
tainties thus estimated are summarized as follows:

AELG == O.7 GeV ,

liNgoed == 1,

AE,i, -- o.o2 Å~ V-Iff ,

zilcoseN :O.O17,
Alcos e,, l = O.O09 ,

dAc ww- O.Ol2 .

The cut dependence of the efficiency is shown in Fig. 25 for each quantities.
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    The error of the eMciency due to the above uncertainties for each cut value was

found to be as follows:

          ELG'--> negligibly small,

          Ngeod --e' negligibly small,

          Evi, --e- 1 .5 O/o ,

          l cos 0T i- I O/,,

          l cos e. I . neg}igibly small,

          Ac.130/,.

    The largest error comes from the uncertainty of the Ac cut (130/o). The total

error of the eMciency due to the uncertainties of the cuts is evaluated to be l60/o by

taking a linear summation.

(4) Uncertainty of t-quark decay

    The present Monte Carlo simulations assume that the t-quark decays only into
a b-quark and a virtual va-boson as t--.b+Ml"'. However the efficiency for the
events with Ac>O.2 decreases if the t-quark can decay into a d-quark or an s-quark

such as t--->d+ l4i* or t.s+W*, because the mass ofthe d-quark or the s-quark is

very l!ght compared with the b-quark mass and then the Ac distribution tends to be

narrower than the case oft--)-b+ Pti* decay. The decay branching ratio ofthe t-quark

can be estimated from the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements, which mean the
magnitudes of the couplings between the different quarks. The couplings of the b-

quark to the u- and c-quarks have been found to be less than O.054 from the measure-
ments of the life time of the b-mesons(5-6). Therefore, the coupling between the

b-quark and the t-quark is larger than Vl-o.os42, assuming only three generations.

Then the decay branching ratio of t--.-d or t.s is estimated to be less than O,e029
(==O.0542). In conclusion, the contribution of the decay modes of the t-quark into

the light quarks (d or s) is negiigibly small.

(5) Statistical error of the Monte Carlo simulation

    The statistlcal error ef the Monte Carlo simulation was estimated to be 30/o

(two times of the root-mean-square), and this must be included in the systematic
error of the efficiency.

(6) Summary
    By combining all these ambiguities in quadrature, the total systematic error

amounted to be 200/, as is summarized in Table 2.
    Finally, the efl}ciency is represented as follows:

         e(Ac>O.2) = e.33Å~(1Å}O.20). (5.22)
    (F) Search for the t-quark production
    The expected number of event after the cut of Ac>O.2 can be expressed as
follows :

         IVexpeet =- at}Å~(I+6)Xj LdtXe, <5•23)
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Table2. Summary on the systernatic error of the eMciency for
        the Acoplanarity cut.

Source of errors

Model dependeltce

Fragmentation parameters

Cut va!ues

Decay branching ratio

Statistical error of the M.C.

Total

loo

5

10

l6

small

3

20
1

where at? is the cross section of the open t-quark productlon. (l+6) is the factor of

the racliative correction. e is the efliciency for the cut of Ac>O.2. The quantity
of i Ldt expresises the !ntegrated luminosity. Substituting Eq. (5.7) and (5.22), Eq,

(5.23) becomes as follows:

          Nexpect =: at7Å~(l+6)Å~2•90XO•33Å~(IÅ}O.21), ' (5.24)

where the error includes the errors o{' the integrated luminosity which has the sys-

tematic error of 60/, and the statistical error of 30/o.

    The expected cross section of the l-quark pair production near the threshold

energy is calculated by the expression given in Appendix I. Neglecting the Q;CD
effect, the cross section, which is given by Eq. (A.1), (A.2) and (A.3), becomes zero

at the limit of mt.Eeeam,

    The first order Q;CD effect gives a term ofR"-i to the cross sectlon as is shown

in Eq. (A.6) altd (A.7). Then, the cross section at the ISmit of mt-)bEb,.. can be

expressed as lbllows:

          6,?(QCD) =:= rc2{(4na21s)Q:+(4GFalVMii-)QtgSgSRe(x>,

                                  -F(GF2/2z)(gS2g:2)gS2slzl2}, (5.25)

where the meaning of parameters are given in Appendix I. Actua}ly, the cross
section has the resonance eEfect near the threshold energy. The calculation of the

cross section including the yesonance effect depends strongly on the resonance models.

Suppose that the cross section rises as a step function at the threshold energy averaging

the couplings with resonances, then at7 is calculated to be 43pb, which comes mainly

from the vector coupling part (avv) in Eq. (A.6) at the mt->Eb,.. Iimit. ["he axial

vector part (aAA) is negligibly small because this part has the je3 dependence as is

shown in Eq. (A.3). The S-wave quark-antiquark state can not be the axial vector
state, so that the coupling with axial vector resonances is very small near the threshold

energy(5-7).

    Tke Q.F,D radiative correct!on factor !+a. was calculated according to the
method by Behrends, Kleiss and Jadach(3-5) up to the first order. ThSs factor de-
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creases steeply near the end point of mt, and finaily becomes less than zero, whose

value has no physical sense. Th!s means that the approximation up te the first order

correctioi} is unreasonab}e at just above the threshold energy. Then the value of
1 +S was chosen at the quark mass of 25.5 GeV/c2. The estimated value ls O.8 at the

beam energy of 26 GeV.
    From the values of atT ==43 pb and (1+6)==O.8, the expected number of events
with Ac>O.2 was obtained by using Eq. (5.24) for the t-quark mass of 25.5 GeVf" as:

         Nexpect=33Å}7• (5•26)
    By comparing this expected number of events (33 l 7) w!th the observed nuraber

of events (7), it is concluded that the open t-quark production can be excluded at
the present energy of VT:==52 GeV.

    The expected number of events with Ac>O,2 from the five known quark pro-
ductions is caiculated to be 2.4 by the LUND 5.3 model. This value is small com-

pared with the observed number of 7. In the five known quark production, the
four-jet event associated w!th C2tCD such as e+e"'-->gagg and e+e---t.aijgrl gives the large

Ac. Feymxxan diagrams ofthese processes are shown in Fig. 3. It was reported(5-8,9)

that the cross sections of these processes were underestimated in the LUiND 5.3 model.

One ofthe motivations to upgrade the LUND model from the matrix element method

(LUND 5.3) to the parton shower methQd (LUND 6.3) came from this problem. In
fact, the expected number of events with Ac>O.2 are calculated to be 7.2 and 4.2 from

the LUND 6.3 and WEBBER models, respectlvely.
    7'hen the observed number of events with Ac>O.2 is consistent with the
five flavour hypothesis.

    (G) Upper limit of at7
    The upper limit of the cross section including the radiative corrections, (i.e. the

measured cross sectlon) is estimated in the foliowing. The Ac>O.2 cut is also used

here.

    The Ac distribution predicted by the Monte Carlo simu}ation with the five known

quarks depencls strongly on the parton production and fragmentation scheme as
mentioned above, and the statistics is poor in the region ofAc>O.2. Therefore, the

number of events in the region ofAc>O.2 can not be estimated accurately in this case.

    In this experiment, 7 events were observed in the Ac>O.2 region. In con-
sequence, the number of events, which is expected by the `true' theory, should be
less than 13.2 at the 95t,' confidence Ievel. This lirnit is obtained by assuming the

Poisson statistics.

    From Eq. (5.24), the upper }imit at the 950/, C.L. can be calcuiated as follows:

                             13.2                                         == 17 pb. (5.27)         ot7 Å~ (1 +6) <
                      2.90 Å~ O.33 Å~ (I -O.2i)

    In the estimation of the upper iimit, all the observed events with Ac>O,2 were

assumed to come from the open t-quark production. The possible contaminations
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from the ordinary processes were not ta!<en into account. Ifthe contaminations were

reduced from the observed events, the smaller upper limit would be obtained.

6. Diseussionandconclusion

    The mu}tihadronic product!on in the electron-positron interaction, e+e--
hadrons, have been measured at the center-of-mass energy of 52 GeV. The shape
of these multihadronic events was analyzed to search for the signature of open t-quark

production.
    If the t-quarl< production channel opens at this energy, the multihadronic events

with low thrust, high sphericity and high acoplanarity are expected to be observed

at higher rate, because t-quarl<s will be produced almost at rest and the decay pro-

ducts from them tend to distrlbute spherically.

    The slmi}ar analyses were performed in the energies from IO GeV to 43 GeV at

PEP and PETRA. The average values ofthrust and sphericity measured at PETRA
are shown in I-iig. 26(i-4). As the beam energy increases, the average value of thrust

increases, while that of sphericity decreases. This can be naturally understood by

the interpretation that decay products from a b- or c-qurak are boosted more strongly

to the direction of the parent quark as the center-of-mass energy increases.

    The present average values of thrust and sphericity obtained by this experiment

are aiso plotted in these figures together with the predictions from the Monte Carlo

simulation with or without the t-quark production. Our results fall on the extention

from the low energy results. It should be noted that these values can not be directly

compared with the data ofPETRA, because the average value of tkrust and sphericity

depend on the acceptance of the detector and the event selections.

    From the shape distributions as shown in Fig. I6, no enhancement of events with

low thrust, high sphericity and high acoplanarity was observed. Then, lt can be
concluded that there is no evidence for the t-quark production and these distributions

are conslstent with the five known quark hypothesis.

    The quantitative analysis was performed with the acoplanarity distribution, and
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the open t-quark production with the expected cross section of 34J pb, assuming
mt=25.5 GeV!c2, is rejected. The upper iimit of the cross section of the open t-

quark production is 17 pb at the 950/o confidence level.
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Appendix

I. Cresssectionofhadronproduction
    'I"he cross section of the quark anti-quark pair production (e+e"- --eF gij) is calcula-

ted as follows, ignoring the <2tCD effects and the resonance effects(A-i).

         ag-e(QED) == avv+aAA, (A.1)
where ayv anci aAA represent the vector ceupling part and the axial vector coup!ing

part, respectively. ayv and aAA can be expressed explicitly as,

         gyv == (1/2) (3P-B3){(4xa2/s)QZ

               -i- (4GFal Vi) Q, gSgSRe (x)

               +(G$/2rr) (gS2g22)gS2slxl 2} , (A.2)
         aAA =iE)3(G3f2x)(gS2gZ2)gZ2slzi2, (A.3)
 where P is the velocity of the quark and calculated as ie =Vl-mZIEb2,..• GF

is the Fermi coupling constant, and z is expressed as

         z= M./(M}-s+iMzrz), (A.4)
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               (4/3)n{x12B-((3+B)!4)(va/2-3f4rc)} ,

         Ce - l, C; =CS =- l39.

In this study, the following values are used to calculate the cross sections.

         Mz : 92.5 GeV,

         rz == 2.7 GeV ,

         sin ee = o.226 ,

         a,(v'r3- == 50 GeV) = O.l7 (MS scheme).

IK. laner chamber (gC)

    The inner chamber is the innermost detector of VENUS, and lt is

only to rneasure

also to provide a fast and eMc2ent `z-trigger' signal for seiecting the

where Mz and rz denote the mass and the w!dth of Z-boson and s is the squared
center-of-mass energy. Coupling constants are given from the standard model of
the electro-weak interaction as

         gg'"== Fl/2-2Q.,,,sineft, gS'a=: Fl12, (A.5)

where the minus signs are for the electron and the quarks NNrith negative charge, while

the plus signs are for the quarks with positive charge. Q, and Qe represent the
charge of the electron and the charge of the quark, respectively.

    Including the QCD effect up to the second order processes such as e+e-"-ebea,
eag, gae4 and gijgg, the tota} cross section is written as

         a(QCD) =: (I+Craslrc+Cg(asfrr)2)av.

                   +(l+Cfasln+CS(as/rc)2)a.., (A.6)
where the values of the first order correction factor (CiU and Cf) and the second
order correction factor (CY and CS are as follows:

         cY ===

(A.7)

 (A.8)

 (A.9)

(A.10)

(A.Il)

                                                             designed not
              the trajectories of emerging particles from the interaction point but

                                                             events which
originate from the interaction point and for rejecting backgrounds such as cosmic rays,

beam-gas events and beam-beampipe events. ,
    The inner chamber is a cylindrical drift chamber of six layers. The structure

ofthe chamber is shown in Fig. A•-!. The dimension is listed in Table A-l. There
are 640 anede wires of 30 ptm in diameter made of gold p}ated tungsten and 640 fieid

wires of 120 ptm in diameter made ofcopper beryilium. The halfgap ofthe chamber

is 5mm, and the wire spacing is about 5mm. The ce}1 geometry is shown in
                                    '                                   'Fig. A--2. '    Special cares were paid to reduce a total amount ofmaterials in order to minimize

interactions of partlcles in the chamber. Seven cathode cylinders, each of which is

1628 mm in length and 6 mm or !8 mm !n thickness, were coaxially fixed to 12 mm
thlck aluminum end-plates. The cathode cylinder has a `honeycomb' structure made

of paper with cathode sheets glued on both surfaces. The cathode sheets were
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fabricated from 125 ptm thick Kapton sheets laminated by I8ptm thick copper on both

sides. A pattern ot' cathode pad is etched on the surface, and readout-iines are

etched on the ,back surface. The outer surfaces of the innermost and outermost

end

honeycombcylinder gasgapendplate(Agasgap"..t
.,.xtN"N.wt.'xK.xth'xvyabeN'xeitNNX:xXtheeKtsY,..,su;:

...."lt"
"=s-

.xvx"!.WN-lk.exe.xxt.N.it'.x'.x.x.-sx'x..-".x..K'.xms
"'t"

.l;x.
s:S.

";t.l'h'
.tst.:;.
.:.k

: e

-"-;".:h"tVk"tx;z}.l;}R:';.ll

]" t
E

tL'

•z

eg, 22- Fig. A-l

Table A-1

. Structureofthe

. Dimension of th

inner chamber.

e Inner aharnber

(a) General

number of layers

number of of honeycomb cylinders

total number of anode wires

total number of field wires

total number ofcathode pads

segmentation of cathode of each Iayer

Iength ofsensitive region

radius of inner wa}l

radius of outer wall

diameter of anode wire

diameter of field wire

        6
        7
      64G
      640
      768
8(g)-l6(z)

   160 cm
   1i.O cm
   23.6 cm

    30 ptm
   120 ptm

(b) Dimension of each layer

layer radius ofwireplanes numberofanodewires lengthofeachcathode
(z-direction)

pads

l 121 rnm 80 52.2 mm

2 137 mm 80 59.2 mm

3 165 mm 96 71.2 mm

4• l81 mm 112 78.0 mm

5 209 mm 128 90.1 mm

6 225 mm ;44 97.0 mm
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     Fig. A-2. Cell geometry of the inner chamber.

  cathode pad
    (mesh pattern)
"//l s)pton sheet

cyllnders are 50 ptm Kapton laminated by 18 ptm coppex' on only the one side. The

total amount of material perpendicu}ar to the beam axis is less than O.03 radiation

lengths.

    The gas of Ar/C021CH4 (490/,1500/,/1e/.) is filled in the chamber at the atmos-
pheric pressure. The gas is chosen by taking account ofthe result ofthe aging test(2-3)

performed with the test chambers. In this test, the test chambers were radiated by a

collimated high intensity beta-ray beam from a 1 mCi Sr90 source. Several kinds of

gas rr}ixture were tested. For the gas mixture which contains much hydrocarbon, such

as ArlC2H6 (500/,/50e/,), discharges between wires were observed frequently after the

irradiation. Oltce the discharge starts, the wire chamber could no Ionger be operated

at high voltage. Therefore, C02 gas was chosen as a quencher instead of hydro-
carbon gas.

    The configuration of cathode pads is shown in Fig. A-3. To provide a z-tr!gger,

s!gnals ofcathode pads ofeach layer are read out. The cathode piane ofthe outermost

layer (the sixth layer) is divided eventually into 16 elements in the z-direction and

into 8 elements in the q-direÅëtion. Then the cathodes of other inner layers are

N
s

 N  N  N   N   N    x     N     N      s       N       N        s

/
.)/[ :

NNNsx 1
    N     N     N      N       N       N     rm

'i

   .E x

i

-7.6CMl

'fttttllilllt t

ttttttllttttttJlltlt -lkt1#--t 1
=i,"ii,i•`TJ,;•`!T;,7t`!J;.7t`f;.7.•ifr.::.?"

r-"'rnvv'"'"nvy--"-vv"?titltttt '1be--t--wwt-ltttl1t-ttllttll!ltrttyttEe e-1-""v--t--vt-tnyrttlttti t
ii
M,!/,:T':li]7tct:,'7

-"e-ku .

        X-G--- -----"Z
Fig. A-3. Cathode pad configuratien of the inner chamber.

'
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divided such that they cover the same solid angles as those ofthe pads ofthe 6th layer.

There are 768 pads (6-iayerxl6-zx8-g) in total. A set of six pads in the same
solid angle viewing from the interaction point is called `tower'. A charged particle

emitting from the interaction point hits six pads in a tower. However, the charged

particle which is not produced at the interaction point hits six pads belonging to

differenttowers. As a result, the hk pattern of the towers provides the information

whether there are charged particles going out from the interaction point or not•

    The performances of triggering for the above inner chamber were studied by a
Monte Carlo simulation. Fig. A-4 shows the detection eeeciency as a function of

the z-coordinate for the events which are produced by the beam-beampipe inter-
action and have a hit at least one `tower'. The events produced at the posltion far

from z=O are rejected as is shown in the figure. Therefore, the requirement of the

hit of at least one `tower' is included in the z-trigger.

    The s!gnal from each pad is transmitted to a preamplifier placed directly on tke

end-plates of the chamber, and then transmitted to an amplifier-discriminator module

through 47 rn long shielded twisted-apir cable. The eutput signals from all dis-

criminators (768 channels) are sent to a trigger processor. The trigger processor
provides a trigger signal if the hit patÅíern of the pads matches with the data written

in the `look at Åíable' ofRAM's. The decision time ofthe trigger ls Iess than 2.5 ptsec

after the beam crossing. The output signals from all discriminators are also sent to

FASTBUS modules named Memory Partner, and then recorded into the VAX-1!/
780 computer.
    Signals from anode wires are arnplified by preamplifiers placed on the end plates

of the chamber, and transmitted to amplifier-discrimlnator modules through the

same type of calbles as those for cathode signals. The output signals from all dis-

criminators are sent to a TAC-ADC system in FASTBUS, then the hit pattern and
the digitized timing information are sent to VAX-H1780.

     eetu/,

1,P fi ,---J i ri i Tre Tr•TT.

,,
e .-rmF+4", a

                                         l

o6 F-I"ual l{N rl-ll
o`

o2
t ,imiimrfr -i g-- /fl

ooL,in",-E ", "L di
-100 -50 O 50 z-cordinate of interaction (em)

100

Fig. Ar-4. Hit eMciency ofthe inner chamber `tower' for the beam-beam pipe

        mteractlon.
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   In this stage ofthe experiment at the beam energy of26 GeV, the inner chamber

was not fully operated due to heavy backgrounds from the beam pipe interaction.
For this reason the inlter chamber was not used for triggering, during the present

measurement at 26 GeV.
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